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From the Editorial Desk....
Save each drop!

Sustainability became an important condition for business and government to address towards the end of the
20th century. Many innovations were attempted in processes and products, legislation at international and domestic
governance platforms was adopted to reward environment friendlymeasures and penalize exploitative ones. A lot
of focus was laid on adoption of renewable energy, efficient use of power andlimiting pollutants, but the all-
encompassing break through still remains as an opportunity. Large additions to population and the ever pressing
need to increase the growth of income at each level only added to demand for exhaustible natural resources. Each
one of us was sensitized to the looming environment crisis, to global warming and climate change. We now know to
an extent, that these resources are ‘precious’ even if they are ‘free’, like air and water. Have we in that case optimized
our usage? As consumers of ‘more the better’ are we giving correct signals to the businesses? Why and how does the
onus of saving the planet rest only on business and government?

This debate on environment sustainability has been ongoing for many decades.As we continue to debate that
someone should help save the planet, the new crisis of today stares in our face: Water. Fretting about fuel and energy
we overlooked this key survival need of all living things: WATER. While International organizations and governments
were still busy ensuring proper distribution of water supply and creating access to the less advantaged, the existing
supplies started drying and people and places with adequate access now became the additional victims of water
inadequacy.

A World Bank report 'High and Dry: Climate Change, Water and the Economy' 2016 warns that water
scarcity, exacerbated by climate change, could impact growth, spur migration and spark conflict across the globe,
including in India where several regions are facing water deficit. The report states that the impacts of climate change
will be channeled primarily through the water cycle, with consequences that could be large and uneven across the
globe. To quote “Some regions could see their growth rates decline by as much as 6 percent of GDP by 2050 as a result
of water-related losses in agriculture, health, income, and property—sending them into sustained negative growth”.

The current drought conditions in several Indian states like Maharashtra, Gujarat, Rajasthan and Madhya
Pradesh, along with bad monsoons in the last couple of years have ensured that the problem canno longer be denied
or overlooked. As farmers are driven to suicides it is not enough to blame government apathy, real estate developers
or past practices and policies.

Each resident, each business and of course the government have to change. Consumer behavior, business
practices and government policies have to gear up in a concerted manner to tackle the water crisis that is no longer
‘looming on our horizon’ but is lying at our doorstep. Of course, innovations and innovative practices in production
systems, especially in agriculture, are essential and will make the struggle easier. Certain technological advancements
already exist like Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA) or Sustainable Agricultural Intensification (SAI); they can be
adopted where and how possible.

The present Issue I of Vol II JRIM, aptly includes a number of papers related to the water crisis, including those
on adapting agriculture practices to low water use. Patel gives a comprehensive view on the causes and effects of the
current drought conditions in the country, while Mishra has effectively delved into urban problems related to
sanitation, water supply,drainage & sewerage, solid waste & hospital waste management systems,industrial &
water pollution in a specific township.

Dash’s paper analyses how in a market environment of greater instability and competition, organizationand
collective action can help to enhance farmers' competitiveness and benefits from emerging market opportunities.Bal
employs statistical analysis to develop an optimization model for irrigation of maize crop.

The Vo II Issue I includes paper on management functions too. Moharana and Pattnaik’s joint study of
promotional measures in retail is important in understanding this very competitive space. Each of the papers in
JRIM are subject to careful selection and review; the present collection offers interesting learning insights and we
hope that you will find them useful and a good read.
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